Coexistence of multiple globin genes conferring protection against nitrosative stress to the Antarctic bacterium Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis TAC125.
Despite the large number of globins recently discovered in bacteria, our knowledge of their physiological functions is restricted to only a few examples. In the microbial world, globins appear to perform multiple roles in addition to the reversible binding of oxygen; all these functions are attributable to the heme pocket that dominates functional properties. Resistance to nitrosative stress and involvement in oxygen chemistry seem to be the most prevalent functions for bacterial globins, although the number of globins for which functional roles have been studied via mutation and genetic complementation is very limited. The acquisition of structural information has considerably outpaced the physiological and molecular characterisation of these proteins. The genome of the Antarctic cold-adapted bacterium Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis TAC125 (PhTAC125) contains genes encoding three distinct single-chain 2/2 globins, supporting the hypothesis of their crucial involvement in a number of functions, including protection against oxidative and nitrosative stress in the cold and O2-rich environment. In the genome of PhTAC125, the genes encoding 2/2 globins are constitutively transcribed, thus suggesting that these globins are not functionally redundant in their physiological function in PhTAC125. In the present study, the physiological role of one of the 2/2 globins, Ph-2/2HbO-2217, was investigated by integrating in vivo and in vitro results. This role includes the involvement in the detoxification of reactive nitrogen and O2 species including NO by developing two in vivo and in vitro models to highlight the protective role of Ph-2/2HbO-2217 against reactive nitrogen species. The PSHAa2217 gene was cloned and over-expressed in the flavohemoglobin-deficient mutant of Escherichia coli and the growth properties and O2 uptake in the presence of NO of the mutant carrying the PSHAa2217 gene were analysed. The ferric form of Ph-2/2HbO-2217 is able to catalyse peroxynitrite isomerisation in vitro, indicating its potential role in the scavenging of reactive nitrogen species. Here we present in vitro evidence for the detoxification of NO by Ph-2/2HbO-2217.